
30 November, 2004  

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald!  

The Laurel Office has notified us of the results of its considerations at meetings in June, 2004. These 
results were conveyed in a letter received in Atlantia on 29 November, 2004.  

The following items were REGISTERED by the Laurel Office:  

Anne of Grenewode. Name and device. Per pale sable and argent, between 
two rabbits sejant erect respectant counterchanged a rose gules. 

Arianna Jewels. Name.  

Caterina Margarita della Rosa. Name. 

 

 

Dorothea Manuela Ponçe. Device.  Per pale sable and vert, on an artist's 
palette Or marked of various tinctures two paintbrushes in saltire sable.   

 

 

 

 

 
 
Eibhlín an Eich Ghil.  Name and device.  Vert, a horse statant and a label 
argent.  The Laurel Office modified the submitted Eibhlín an Eich Gile to 
the form registered in the interests of greater linguistic consistency.  The 
Laurel Office also requested that the submitter draw the horse with its rear 
legs straighter. 

Elisabeth Fayrebarne. Name.  

Gráinne ingen Lugdach. Name. 

Gwenllian Bengrych ferch Rhys. Name.  The Laurel Office staff modified 
the submitted Gwenllian Pengrych ferch Rhys to include an initial mutation of a consonant in an 
adjective following a feminine name which is common in period and modern Welsh. 

Iain Cinnsealach. Change of holding name from Uilliam of Nemenfeld.  The Laurel Office modified 
the submitted given name Ian to the Gaelic form Iain to make the name entirely Gaelic. 
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Isabella da Venezia. Device.  Azure, on a chevron between three tulips 
slipped and leaved argent, three tulips slipped and leaved azure. 

Katharine de la Vache. Name.   

Lazaros Tagaris.  Name.   

Leofcwen Tinnier.  Name.  The Laurel Office modified the surname from 
the submitted Tinner because they felt that that spelling could not be found 
before the sixteenth century and that that was too great a chronological gap 
from the Old English given name.  Therefore they substituted a spelling of 
the byname that could be dated to the early fourteenth century and so was 
not as distant in time from the period of the given name. 

Olaf Wulfbrandt.  Change of name from Óláfr Úlfbrandarson and change 
of device.  Sable, a fess embattled between three crosses bottony Or.  His 
old name, Óláfr Úlfbrandarson, is retained as an alternate persona name.  
His previously registered device (“Per saltire Or and sable, four Thor's 
hammers hafts to center counterchanged and in chief two fleurs-de-lys 
sable.”) is retained as a badge to be associated with his old (now alternate 
persona) name.  

 

Raghnailt Morgane. New device.  Or, a tree blasted sable, on a chief vert 
three fleams Or. 

 

 

 

 

Robert Maccuswell of Whitherne.  Change of name from holding name of 
Robert of Windmaster’s Hill and badge.  (Fieldless) A holly leaf per pale 
azure and argent.   
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Roxana Greenstreet. Device.  .Or, in annulo eight ladybugs tergiant in 
annulo gules, marked sable. 

Talon the Bastard. Alternate persona name for Talon MacDoogaine.  The 
Laurel Office modified the submitted Talon mac Dubhagáin because they 
felt it combined a Welsh given name with an Irish patronymic which they 
feel violates period practice.  Since they currently do allow combinations of 
Welsh and anglicized Irish, though it is discouraged, they modified the 
byname to its anglicized equivalent in order to register the name. 

Tankred Bras-de-Fer. Change of name from Tancred Bras-de-Fer. 

Tirloch of Tallaght. Badge.  (Fieldless) A bear passant argent, charged on 
the shoulder with a tau cross azure.   

 

 

 

 

Victoria Pringle. Name and device.  Sable, on a pile indented argent a rose 
purpure.   

Wilhelm Wildemann mit den hunden. Name.  The Laurel Office changed 
the capitalization of last word in the submitted Wilhelm Wildemann mit den 
Hunden because the source from which the byname mit den hunden was 
documented did not capitalize that word. 

Yrmegard of Hawkwood. Name.   

 

The following items were RETURNED by the Laurel Office:  

None. 

Your servant, 

Alisoun 
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